Thandie Newton
Actress

Thandie Newton stars in HBO's WESTWORLD. Her role earned her a Critics Choice Award, as well as Emmy and Golden Globe nominations. Last year Thandie starred in BBC 1’s hit drama LINE OF DUTY for which she received a BAFTA nomination. Upcoming roles include, SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY, GRINGO and JOHN F. DONOVAN. Other credits include the Oscar-winning CRASH (for which she won a BAFTA), THE PURSUIT OF HAPPYNESS, MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 2, 2012, ROCKNROLLA, W, BESEIGED and BELOVED. Thandie serves on the board of V-Day foundation, working to bring an end to violence against women. Her 2011 TED Talk “Embracing Otherness” has been viewed online over 2,580,000 times.